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’College Not Notified
Of New Proposition

SJS
,15
501111.1 I
. John T. Wahlquist
replied yesterday to charges Icommercial purposes."
leveled tit the school and the
Another consideration, he said,
state at Monday night’s Sun Jose’ is the kind of businesses that Sh01.111i
(sty council meeting by attorney be permitted on the periphery of
Robert Nlorgati.
the campus.
Referring to the adopted 1’e"We can’t object to Wising
/oiling or a lot on the corner of property zoned for aptirtments or
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Sixth and San Salvador sts, from multiple dwellings, which will obit -4 I residential I to light corn- viously add to the beauty of the
mercial, made over the objections city rather than detract from it
ef the city planning commission, as would some commercial enterInn Wahlquist stated, "I regret prizes"
that the council Ignored the ad .,ice and action of its own pill
ning commission.
"This (rezoning) was merely a I I
passage on first reading, he said
I would hope that on a 51.1,
"a
sequentwl
reading that the matte,
"Jazz is a sire:an of music
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flowing
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Erdman,
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Council
contmission.
into the great stream of music;i
sub- sentative and chairman of the
Morgan, representing Spartan
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and,
in
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opinion,
it
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constitution
and
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Davis
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Pres.
C’ollege’ Center, inc., a private
let! by ASH
of
muThomas
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Ryan,
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said
that
his
the
committee
of
recBy MICKEY NHS -Uric
members
may when
firm, charged the college with
sic, made this statement during
"Humor at the highest point is
’swing committee charged ommended adoption of the pledge
failing to speak for itself in mathis review of Henry Pleasants’
discripancy existed between for several reasons.
ters concerning land around the the interpretation of life," de"The Agony of Modern Music"
"It is a way of uniting a group."
campus and charged the state clared Dr. Pete Zidnak, professor
final evaluations and Davis’
yesterday in Spartan cafeteria.
Erdman
said,
explaining
that
it
with purposely creating slum of business, in a Concert hall lecntments.
gives
a
Pleasents,
a
music
critic,
mainfoundation
for
a
common’
areas around the campus before ture yesterday.
contlict arose when Bill
tains that "serious music is a dead condemning them.
belief and provides grounds for
He said that humor awl laughter
k. ASB vice president and
American
art"
and
suggests
that
further common beliefs in other
The college, Dr. Wahlquist can reflect the passionate faith
red chairnian, read the first
composers
should
turn
to
jazz.
things.
said, "was not notified that this that man can be better than he is.
sed committee appointment
Erdman continued, "St udent
Professor Ryan answered Pleas- matter was coming before council,
Davis, who had submitted
Stressing the importance of
Council is the supreme policy makants’ indictment of classical music but we had discussed area zoning
’fitments On seven commitlaughter and humor, Dr. Zidnak
ing
body
of
the
ASH
and,
as
such,
are."
dead
by
stating,
"Jazz
is
a
with
the
city
zoning
commission,
approval.
tal’ Council
said that they "are powerful soneeds to show an outward belief
He said that jazz, although a and therefore feel that we were
cial influences. vital for good temud Clark. senior representative, and humbleness where our counmusic, has spent protecting the interests of the
young
form
of
per in difficult situations and proal that a discrepancy existed try is concerned.
itself.
college."
vide us with much pleasure."
een Davis appointment and
Dr. Lowell M. Walter, adviser
The
chief
objection,
to
comRyan
insisted
that
Profeesor
evaluation of the interviewing to the Council, said he was "disAccording to Dr. Zidnak, laughmercial zoning in the area Dr.
by
stating,
"Jazz
is
a
dead
art,"
miners, of which Clark was a tressed" last week when no Counter is psychological as well as
He said that there are composers Wahlquist stated, is that there is
r.
physiological. "The essence of hucil member could make a good,
today who’s music will be able to no parking facility available at
net’ Deasy, junior representa- sound statement saying why Counmor is human kindness," he emthis time.
stand
the
test
of
time.
and also a member of the in- cil should adopt the pledge of alphasized.
A
second
consideration,
howHe opposed Pleasants’ use of
ewing committee, said that.
Truth is the basis of much huever,
is
whether
the
city
should
legiance
proposal.
popularity as a gauge in determincandidate appointed by Davis
recalled
"If a student in a college coming an art form’s significance. "Is allow the building of "substan- mor, the speaker said. He
an alternate representative
munity can’t come up with a sound
poetry popular?" the music pro- tial buildings in that area, which Bernard Shaw’s contention that
HIGHEST CHRISTMAS TREE on campus Is that of Tau Delta Phi,
med to know everything about
and rational defense of democracy,
fessor asked. "If it isn’t, is it a may ultimately have to be pur- "’My way of telling a joke is to
men’s honor society. The 6 -foot tree is suspended on a wooden
committee while I can’t even
chased by the state at high prices. tell the truth.’"
we are not setting a very good
dead art?"
plank from the tallest building on campus, the 75 -year-old tower.
ember interviewing the per"What I fear," he said, "is if
"Life is like licking honey off
example for those who have not
Professor Ryan asked if best this corner is permitted to be
The tree lights will be turned on at night.
Davis has appointed." He add had the educational opportunities
selling novels were good just be-1 zoned for commercial enterprize a thorn," Dr. Zidnak philosophized.
There seems to be a big disthat we have," Dr. Wae.i. stated.
cause they were best sellers. I there may be a movement to get "We take ourselves too seriously
ncy here."
nowadays and man is an island
"Popularity does by no means,
MAJOR WEAKNESS
unto himself." The result is gloom
imply that the product is good,"
Is seems to be a major weakand despair in man’s outlook, ache said.
in our whole system of apcording to the speaker.
The professor said that we
ments." F.
Erspamer,
Speaking of the wave of sick
typically do not evaluate contemmite representative, said.
comedians, Dr. Zidnak said they
i and the great music
porary musc
When I served on an intermight be just what America needs,
ing committee there was no
Dr. Mat R. Mitchinson, assist- glier as NI in as the pleadings of the past in the same light
despite the criticism that they are
arity between the persons I
ant professor of economics, and stage is completed. This should be Whereas we are exposed to both
social critics making a highly
highly and those finally apA suggestion that a "salary William F. Stanton, associate pro- by .1an. 20, according to Dr. Stan- good and bad music of contemghoulish anti perhaps brutal atporary composers, we hear only
tent by Diets," Erspamer said, floor" administrative employes fessor of economics, have an- ton.
Two SJS faculty members were
tack
soy said that he would like could depend on was scheduled nounced they will file their fast.
"We’re hopeful for a rapid and the very best from the masters of listed in improved conditions after
"We need someone to shake us
being seriously injuredi
in separate
explanation from Davis regard- for presentation this morning to set of pleadings with &IS Presi- fair determination of the matter the past, he said.
his choices:.
In defending contemporary mu- auto collisions within the last two up and show us how we look." the
the state college personnel hear- dent John T. Wahlquist and Dr. so we can make plans," Dr. Stanbusiness professor insisted.
vis was not present, how- ing in San Francisco.
Buell C. Gallagher, chancellor of ton said. "This thing has been go- sic, Professor Ryan pointed out months.
Humor and laughter are critiDr. Estees P. Levine, associate
and Council
voted unaniSJS Pres. John T. Wahlquist the state college system. by this ing on for eight months now and that many composers are not
cisms of life. not endorsements of
,ly to table the proposed ap- pointed out in a prepared state- weekend.
we hope to have it settled before recognized until after their death. professor of health and hygiene,
and Mae Stadler, associate pro- things that are. Dr. Zidnak conments to further investigate ment that "Tenure protection for
The two SJS professors are the commencement of the second
fessor of recreation, were both tended. When the criticism is anmatter.
administrative employes, as pro- challenging the notices they re- semest it’.
listed in satisfactory condition. gry, no one wants to hear it other action, Council mem- vided in the Donahoe act and as ceived from the administration
"If the chancellor is unable t"
Dr. Levine Is at El Camino Hos- that’s griping, he said.
voted 9-4-0 in a roll call vote outlined in the personnel regula- last year which informed them give us a definite answer by then."
There is a feeling that men in
pital while Professor Stadler is
adopt Senior Representative tions, is conspicuously less than that their teaching contracts Dr. Stanton said, "we feel our
at the Santa Clara County Gen- high positions should he quite
Birchaers proposal to have that provided for civil service would not he renewed in 1962. It contracts should be extended 1,,
serious. Dr. Zidnak said. Laughter
eral hospital.
chairman lead the Council in employes, for many non-academic is college policy that faculty mem- the next year."
Two SJS students. Richard is needed, but with a serious
pledge of allegiance to the classifications in the state college
professors
the
two
for
Lawyers
bers be notified a year ahead of
Freeland, 22, a Spartan Daily sense of humanity and responsihatare -,ieh meeting
((’onfine’s] on Page 5)
time when their contracts will not are John E. Thorne, San Jose at photographer,
and Carolyn Smith, bility, he stressed.
Bendich.
Albert
lot
ney,
and
of
particiMarking 167’2 hours
he renewed.
To illustrate the importance of
18,
were
released
from the Santa
Amerof
representative
pation in the SJS talk-a-thon,
President Wahlquist will have Berkeley
laughter in the lives of outstandBoth
week.
Cruz
Hospital
this
union.
Liberties
halls
lean Civil
Markham and Washburn
15 days to answer the pleadings,
had been hospitalized for brain in- ing men, Dr. Zidnak quoted AbraDr. Stanton is expected to make were featured on television last
starting with the day he receives
juries suffered in a head-on, auto ham Lincoln as saying, "’If I did
Monday
formal announcement
night.
them. Stanton and Hutchinson a
not laueh I should die*"
collision Dec. 3.
for
the
of his intention to run
The gabbing team, which was
will then have 15 days to counterDr.
Levine
suffered
a
serious
California state assembly.
I then just one-half hour from brain concussion, a fracture of
answer President Wahlquist’s anbreaking the 168-hour feat set by the left arm and broken ribs and Golden Gate Leaper
ot communication between comments had created some mis- swer.
, talkers at Michigan state, was a compound fracture of the left
Professors !Tut chinson and Stanpersonnel is the main rea- conceptions.
aired on KNTV, channel 11, at leg in the Dec. 7 accident. Dr. Dies After 10 Days
reeent criticism of the
Dana Wylie, ASH public rela- ton have reported they are most
6,30 p.m.
?me illenentment system, tions director, attempted yester- anxious for a public hearing to
Stadler sustained severe facial
rancis
SAN RAFAEL ILTI
Anyone item rested in inviting
After hearing of the local talk - lacerations, internal injuries and Patrick Kennedy. who jumped off
ASB PIN’S, Brent Davis yes- day to clarify the system of ap- begin on the controversy.
home
his
to
student
foreign
a
afternoon,
yesterday
a
-t
h
on
by
"We’re hopeful for a heating
a badly fractured left leg in a Golden Gate Bridge 10 days ago,
pointments for the programs comthe first of February," Dr. Stan- at any time during the Christ- KNTV cameramen visited Wash- NON’. 19 accident in which two died early yesterday of injuries
Triraill,,s, Spartan programs mittee.
to
call
asked
holidays
is
mas
film
halls
to
Markham
burn
and
SJS students were killed.
He said the student council ap- ton said.
,ters ehairnum, criticized
suffered in the 200-foot fall.
The two students killed were
The date of the hearing, to the Man Jose International stu- the event for TV presentation last
Until his death, Kennedy had
denouement system in re- pointed Trimillos at their second
CV
3-71180.
Center
dent
night.
Ronald J. Costello and Mary Jane been the second person ever to
’s his committee in ’rues- meeting of the semester tOct. 41 which the professors are entitled
Saying that sign-up sheets are Orason occupants of the other jump off the famed San Francisco
and at the next meeting I thirdi will be set by Chancellor Gall ,
partan Daily.
filled for every hour until the car which collided with Profess", bridge
aPhointment of committee agreed to accept applications for
talk-a-thon ends Friday at 7 p.m.. St adler’s vehicle.
,,rs fair weeks before the the committee during the followspokesmen form the two halls
Program, "Amahl and the ing week and to hold interviews.
said there was no doubt that the
Visitors," pushed the cornAt the session of the council
team will meet its 216 hour talk.. aceording to Trimillme
immediately following the interEICHMANN
LTA’ FOR
ISRAEL ASKS DEATH
ing goal.
the time Trimillos made his views, the committee members
for
Adolf
JERUSALEM 11.11’0 Israel ra:ed the death penalty
’itts he was not aware that were appointed, Wylie said.
The "Let’s have a talk-a-thon"
Eichmann yesterday, But Eichmann told the court he was "disap- idea was originated by Al HenThere ii.il be no sophotmos
,s Pending legislation before
pointed" at the decision and said he did not recognize his guilt. ninger and Jim Baugh Dec. 6 class meeting today, according to,
student council to improve
SUITS ’ . PRICE
1:,raeli Atty. Gen. Gideon Hausner demanded death for Eichmann’s when they had "nothing to do," Peter McGrath, sophomore presilappointinent system, stated
’part in the Nazi murder of six million Jews during and before World according to Henninger.
dent .
s in a PrePared statement.
lie recommended
War II. He said Eichmann had sacrificed any hope for mercy because
The class will meet Jan. 4, he
After a short inter-dorm dislast spring
t the appointment
of the "enormity" of his misdeeds which caused him to cross the cussion, Baugh launched the proj- said. The focal point of the meetof his cornPrice
’s, be put off
barrier between man and beast. But Eiehmann, in a dramatic, ect with a dime. Gretchen Greene ing will be a discussion of the
until this fall in
not
do
save
his
court
that
"I
life,
to
told
the
plea
-hour
eleventh
Christthe
over
received
the
call
going better personnel.
hours
of
Washburn
approval
of
a
recall
amendment.
Library
ees that we were able to miss recess will be from 8 a.m. recognize the guilt. My expectation for justice was disappointed."
Also at the meeting will be a
and began the lengthy gab session.
E. BERLIN REDS SHOOT FLEEING POLICEMAN
Washburn hall, in a move to speaker on the topic of the stu’IP’. People, although not as to 5 p.m. Monday through Friday,
1 2 Price
BERLIN tUPI I Communist police in East Berlin yesterday shot discourage
MOUlder-Royce dent’s role in activities. leteGrith
’ as he would have liked," 1 according to Miss Joyce Backus,
the
to
trying
was
wounded
one
of
their
own
men
who
apparently
and
will
’flied Davis
building
behind
is
four
hours
The
which
indicated that all students are inteam,
college librarian.
IS
unfortunate that the rips be closed on Christmas and New escape across the border, according to witnesses. West Berlin police them, visited the opposing dorms vited to attend.
,ents were slow,
the
barbed
wire
reported
the
incident
occurred
at
said
the
witnesses
had
time,"
acsaid.
"to give them a
Recent activities were outlined’,
but the
as Year’s days, she
s was done as quickly
by McGrath, beginning with the;
Cafeteria hours will be Monday border on the French sector. The witnesses said the Communist cording to Judy Clow.
toward
was
shot
the
but
barbed
wire
dividing
line
dashed
to
he said.
policeman
a.m.
7:45
to
re-ar"Sometimes we had
sophomore class adopting a family :1
,iwore of certain through Friday from
’,it 1(01
range our schedules," Henninger in coordination with the spears
said Michael Dolan, cafe- down by another guard.
sr’r of our
V.S.
CLOSES
DOMINICAN
CONSULATE
organizations
said. "When some fellows com- jail auxilary Christmas project.
problems. I have 4teris
p.m.,manager. Both
him to check
SANTO DOMINGO, Dominican Republic ’UPI) The United pared schedules with Washburn,
San Jose
The class community project
121 S. 4th
with us in the will resume their regular schedIii get
midtown
yesterday
consulate
closed
its
after
a
indefinitely
States
his facts straight." tiles Jan. 2.
they tried to match their time committee, with Katie Maples as
CV 2-7611
pleased
was
anti-American
demonstration.
-throwing,
Crowds of youths shouted with that of certain women they chairman, is planning a traditional
he
t
The last Issue of Spartan Daily rock
In the work of
the committee, before
the holidays is today. Pub- anti -Yankee slogans and showered a station wagon with a barrage wanted to gel acquainted with." orphan’s picnic in the spring.
be
t d
ppeinted that Trimillos’ lication will be resumed Jan. 4.
of rocks. Six consulte officials riding in the car were not hurt.
he concluded.
McGrath said.
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Editorial

The Right To Speak
In yesterday’s Spartan Daily. ASB Personnel Officer Barney
Goldstein keeled an attack against Ric Trimillos, chairman of
ittee, for criticizing ASB Pres.
the Spartan Programs co
Brent Davis.
According to Goldstein. the attack was based on "irresponsibility in recent statements" made hy Trimillos.
Goldstein further pointed out that he had recommended to
Davis the replacement of Trimillos as committee head.
It seems significant that this censure was made without
Davis’ knowledge, according to Goldstein.
If this is the case, the student body of San Jose State College is facing a grave situation.
The necessity of maintaining a chain of command in government is well known. Trimillos broke the chain of command
by coming to the Spartan Daily with his criticisms before going
to Davis.
However, to recommend or even consider replacing Trimillos on this ground alone with no thought for competence or
performance is a gross injustice to both him and to the student
body. In Monday’s Daily, Davis praised Trimillos’ work, describing his con llll ittee as "an outstanding working committee."
In effect, yesterday’s article serves to warn other ASB personnel that no criticism will be endured by the ASB chief executive, and that if criticism is voiced by subordinates, "heads
will roll."
When such inti lation is permitted to go unchecked it
tends to abolish freedom of speech at the very time when it is
most necessary.
Davis campaigned on a platform of "representative government" during last spring’s election. Under any democratic form
of government, free speech is an essential.
One of the most effective ways of ascertaining whether or
not genuine freedom of speech exists is to criticize those in
powerif necessary, to criticize them harshly and vociferously.
This is what Trimillos did when he expressed dissatisfaction with Davis’ appointment system, stating, "The committee
(Spartan programs) is not a product of Brent’s appointment
system: rather it is a victim of it."
If an officeholder is believed to be dishonest, incompetent,
ignorant, lazy or unprincipled, there must be an opportunity
to expose him publicly.
Even if accusations are erroneous, there should at least be
an opportunity to bring them into the light and test them. It is
significant that the first act of a dictator on seizing power is
forcibly to suppress freedom of the opposition to criticize his
regime. The right to censure is inseparable from a democratic
system.
Those who closely identify their interests with the status
quo usually interpret any criticism of the status quo as an
attack.
In the supreme court ease of Whitney v. California, 1927,
Associate Justice Louis D. Brandeis stated, "... no danger flowing from speech can be deemed clear and present, unless the
incidence of the evil apprehended is so imminent that it may
befall before there is opportunity for full discussion. If there
be time to expose through discussion the falsehood and fallacies, to avert the evil by the processes of education, the remedy
to be applied is more speech, not enforced silence."
Davis’ implied threat to other members of ASB government serves to muzzle politically any further criticism of himself or of his office.
Such a situation should not and cannot he tolerated under
the representative, democratic form of government which Davis
championed during his campaign.
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Impractical Christmas Gifts
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Thrust and Parry

the jolly wanderer
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Religious Holiday?

Christmas

Photos by Bill Thomas
"Christmas is too commercialized" is the criticism that is heard
every year at this time. But another feeling toward the Christmas
season is also being expressed: Christmas is a festive vacation time
rather than a deeply felt religious holiday. Do students think Christmas is really a religious holiday?

Gabrielle Perlat. junior
Susan McDowell, sopho-

"Christmas

definitely

most people

should be a religious holi-

it isn’t. When people think

day, but for most people

of Cluistmas they think of

it isn’t. It has become

it as a vacation. They for-

more of a festive, holiday

more"For

period in which to have

get the religious part."

Kineo Ashizawa, junior
from Japan- "Looking at
people buying presents I
get the impression Christmas is commercialized.
But when I am in a home
and see the family celebrating Christmas I get
the idea it really has religious meaning."

fun."

James lieisch, freshman.- "It is still played up to
be a religious holiday by
the churches, but in fact
businesses have now made
it a commercial enterprise.
People think of it as a
festive, fun time."

Roberta Lowe, freshman
probably
"Christmas
has become over commercialized. Green Christmas
is really green because of
the money made on it. It
has become a family holiday more so than a religious holiday. But religion is part of the family
too, so the two go together."

Award Sign -Ups
In Oral Interp
Program Jan. 2-8
Signups for the Dorothy Kaucher oral interpretation award
will take place Jan. 2-8, at which
time the entrant must indicate
the title of the selection and its
author, according to contest
spokesmen.
Only 25 entrants may vie for
the $50 award. Six finalists will
be selected during readings Jan.
9 at 3:30 p.m. in the Studio Theater.

It has always been my aim to give impractical gifts for Christmas. One year my cousin and his wife received a genuine machinemade bear rug ($19.95 plus tax). Last year my parents were gushingly
pleased with the sun dial I bought for their garden ($22.95 plus tax).
As it turned out my cousin’s wife had a baby in the spring. He
being an amateur photographer, they made good use of my present.
A use was found for the sun dial, too, when a PG&E failure halted
the electric clocks my folks depend upon so heavily.
Dad got up in time for work, happily, since the sun dial has a
special alarm clock. The only trouble was that the alarm is a rooster
which crows about 4 in the morning. That wasn’t so good, since
dad doesn’t have to arise until 7 a.m.
The situation was corrected, however, when my mother set the
rooster’s watch three hours back. Poor bantam, he’s living in the
past, and he doesn’t even know it.
GENERAL GOLDWATER
And speaking of living in the past brings me to Senator Goldwater, a man who has everything. What sort of gift might he be
happy with, is a question many of his followers are asking themselves.
Well. fellows, I have a suggestion. Mr. Goldwater recently
criticized reactivated reservists who complain that they have nothing
to do. The senator said these men were interested only in collecting
extra pay as civilians attending reserve meetings hut were unwilling
to meet the obligation of reserve commitments by serving in the
army.
In the light of that statement, why doesn’t the government call
back reserve Brigadier General Goldwater? Mr. Goldwater is a
,rilot, so he should be sent to a place where pilots really are neeoeu.
Thule, Greenland.
I can’t think of a more impractical gift for Mr. Goldwater, but
I am sure, as was the case with the hear rug and the sun dial, the
underlying usefulness to the nation will become apparent in due time.
DIRTY BOOK DILEMMA
A second gift, suggestion concerns the 12 jurors currently trying
to resolve the dirty book dilemma in Mann county.
Why doesn’t Judge Thomas present each one of them with an
autographed copy and dismiss the ease. The legal question is whether
"Tropic of Cancer" would be harmful to the "average members of
the community."
The jury, composed of four men and eight women, seems pretty
representative. And I am sure the judge would not have allowed them
to read Mr. Miller’s book if he thought they would be adversely
affected.
Therefore, he should follow what seems, by inference, to be his
convictions on the matter and throw the absurdity out of court.
As far as impracticality is concerned, what is more Unpractical
than being given a book you already have read?
BEAT UTAH
Finally. I suggest that SJS defeat Utah in basketball when
the teams tangle at Salt Lake City Friday. Think how utterly impractical this would be for near-sighted sportswriters who ranked
Utah 12th nationally and completely ignored the Spartans.
Merry Christmas, friends. Remember, he impractical. Wish for
PEACE ON EARTH. What could he more impractical than that?

.‘

Excellence in oral interpretation is the basis for selection of
the winner, Dr. Dorothy Hadley, associate professor of speech
and Mrs. Noreen Mitchell, assistant professor of speech, explained. The two professors are
serving as co-chairmen of the
event.
Location for signups will be
announced at a later date. Information is available in the
Speech and Drama office.
Finals for the contest will be
Jan. 11 at 3:30 p.m. in the Studio Theater.

No Legal Grounds
For Extradition Try
Claims State Dept.

1
1

Barbara Porter, freshman
"I don’t think it is anymore. Christmas has lost
all its significance and is
completely materialistic.
Now the holiday is to have
fun and parties. This isn’t
right at all, but it’s the
way society is."
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Chessman Ballet
Created by Swedi

’Two Ways To Better
Foreign Relations’

GCYrEBURG, Setelen ([71
American choreographei
Darius has created a ballet I
on the life and death of co
CaDryalriuCshesassi(mi asnu.nday the I

editor:
I would like to offer two ways
in which immediate action on
the part of foreign as well as
native-born students might do
something constructive in the
way of bettering relations local-

would end with a scene shc
the execution of the dance
picting Chessman in a gage
her on stage. The hallet is a
test against capital punish!
Darius said.
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In keeping with the holiday tradition, Iota Delta Phi, French
Honorary society, plan an evening of caroling tonight beginning at
6 p.m. They plan to entertain residents at Alum Rock sanatarium
as well as Agnews State hospital.
At a recent meeting of the society, the following students gave
their qualifying speeches in French and were accepted as members
of the society: Margaret DeBem, Elizabeth Weed, Patricia Joplin,
and Emily Felice. Initiation ceremonies will take place in February.
SJS coeds at the Catholic Women’s Center held their annual
Christmas dinner Sunday, Dec. 10 with former students and members
of the board of directors acting as the guests of honor.
This year the second floor won the plaque for the second consecutive year for the best decorated floor. Individual door prizes
went to Diane Miller and Deanna Burman. Honorable mention went
to Mary Jo Frassetti, Mary Bastien, Becky Hall. Jerri Ann Rohrer,
Evelyn Dixon, Creagh Gemmel, Marty Harmussen, Linda Lorenzetti,
Kate Winterstein, Barbara Bosco and Beverly Kaufman,
Chi Omega pledges captured some 40 actives during their traditional "sneak." It couldn’t have been too bad what with captives
treated to a pancake breakfast afterwards.
New Chi Omega officers for the coming year are Pat Hayes,
president; Bernie Mangseth, vice president; Karl Metheny, secretary;
Karen Shippey, treasurer and Claire Hayden, pledge trainer. Active
Mary Ann Fudge was recently appointed director of freshman camp
by Student Council,

The Soviet Union is attempting to extradite Heusinger to
face Russian charges of "war
crimes and crimes against humanity."

SJS faculty members and their
families are all invited to the
annual Christmas buffet supper
to be held Sunday, Dec. 17 in the
college cafeteria beginning at
5 p.m.
A special feature of the dinner
will include the traditional wassail bowl in the faculty dining
room, according to Mrs. Noreen
Mitchell, general chairman of
the event.
Carolers, under the supervision
of Frederick C. Loadwick, professor of music, will entertain
throughout the evening. Santa
Claus will also make an appearance for all the attending youngsters.
In charge of decorations are
Mrs. Gladys Vogelman, assistant.
professor of art, and Mrs. Fern
G. Wendt, and Mrs. Ann Low,
both assistant professors of
home economics.
Tickets are still available in

State Department Press Officer Lincoln White said Heusingerwas fully investigated both after
the war and before he became
a NATO official.

atoddaresll saegsesa; rselintriet7n1:1:g
should find relaties o
interested in exchanginggi’irli
handicraft, collected t n
pictures. Paradoxically
much less difficult to find
ested parties abroad, yuute

The crowning of Lambda Chi Alpha’s new pledge sweetheart,
Pam McGhee, was the main event at the chapter’s Christmas formal
Saturday night at Brookdale lodge in Santa Cruz.
Pam, representing Kappa Kappa Gamma sorority, was introduced by pledge class proxy, Jim Rohanna. Other members of the
court included Carol Hayden, liamma l’hl Beta; Carol Walker,
Kappa Alpha Theta and Joan Shettier, Chi Omega.

Faculty Families
Invited to Buffet
Christmas Supper

The agreement was made between Roosevelt, Stalin and
Churchill Nov. 1. 1943. It said
that "at the time of the granting of any armistice" Germans
responsible for atrocities would
be returned to "the countries in
which their abominable deeds
were done."

Editor:
As a member of Spartan Programs committee, I don’t believe it is the opinion of the
committee as stated by the
chairman, Ric Trimillos, that it
is a victim of the president’s appointment system.
If the chairman were familiar
with student government he
would know that the committee
is responsible to the president.
In addition he should have consulted the personnel officer to
get the facts before running to
the paper with a false story.
Mr. Trimillos spoke for himself and not the committee and
I don’t feel it is fair to student
government or his committee.
One of the chairman’s false
statements was that the president did not have the power to
make appointments last spring.
Of course he had the power because he made appointments and
if there had been time the whole
committee would have been appointed.
Because of Mr. Trimillos’ misinformation, he has hurt all of
student government and I think
he should take the blame and
not the committee.
Marjorie Baker
ASB 12479
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By MARIE LOPEZ
Society Editor

WASHINGTON (UPIi
State Department officials said
yesterday Russia has no valid
legal grounds in demanding extradition of German Gen. Adolf
Heusinger from the United
States,

The Russians based their demand for Heusinger, now chairman of the NATO military committee, on a 1943 Allied agreement. U.S. officials said the provisions of the agreement have
expired.

Chairman to Blame,
’Not Committee’

Mm. 263.

DSP ’Door’ Award
Goes to Sigma Pi
With the thetne, "I Saw Mommy Kissing Santa Claus," Sigma
Pi took first prize in the annual
Door Decorating contest sponsored for fraternities by Delta
Sigma Phi.
The award, a silver tray with
the winner’s name engraved on
it, is kept for one year.
Based upon originality of
theme, effectiveness of color,
use of light, design and technique the entry was first et nine.
Alpha Tait Omega placed second, Delta Upsilon, third and
Sigma Alpha Epsilon, fourth.
Judging the contest last night
were Dr. Wayne Champion, professor of industrial design; Ray
Tsutsumi, art advertising department of the San Jose Mercury and News and Linda Axenty, Spartan Daily fine arts
editor.
This is the fifth contest. The
first year, 1957, Theta Chi placed
first with Pi Kappa Alpha taking
first for three years, according
to Bill Houlihan, contest chair
man.

- ph., hr Nat.

SHARON BRANTLEY, portraying St. Lucia, highlighted +he
annual Sigma Kappa student.
faculty smorgasbord Sunday at
the SJS chapter house. Swedish
food was served by members of
the sorority, who donned traditional Swedish costumes.
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An understanding of the truth
contained in Science and
Health with Key to the Scripturn by Mary Baker Eddy can
remove the pressure which concerns today’s college student
upon whom increasing demands are being made for
academic excellence.
Christian Science calms fear
andgives to the student the full
assurance he needs in order to
learn easily and to evaluate
what he has learned. It teaches
that Cod is man’s Mindhis
only blindfrom which emanates all the intelligence he
needs, when and as he needs it.
&knee and Health, the textbook of Christian Science, may
be read or examined, together
with the Bible, in an atmosphere of quiet and peace, at any
Christian Science Reading
’tom Information about
Scien.ce and Health mayalso be
obtamed on campus
through the

Christian Science
Organization at
San ’lose State college
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to go to New York.
"The stage is the actor’s medium because it is more creative." he explained.
He doesn’t believe in "method
acting," as such, since "no one
method is best. Every actor
eventually has his own method."
Nybeig does believe in a diversified education or study with
several teachers.
The actor’s preferences in
roles is not limited, "as long as
it is a good play, the individual
role does not make much difference."
His favorite role, however,
has been Tom in "The Glass
Menagerie," which was produced during the summer theater season at SJS in 1959.
This character was described
by Nyberg as a "misguided soul
who thought he was a poet."
Identification with a role is
based upon finding "elements
of your own personality or the
personalities of those you’ve
known in the character to be
portrayed," he explained.
"Both your own personality
and that of the character must
be welded," the actor said.
Because of the identification
necessary to a realistic performance. Nyberg said it usually
takes a "couple of hours to unwind after a perforinance."
"No tritely creative performances can exist through an
unconscious relationship with
the character," he remarked.
Educational theater, such as
that found on a college campus
"appears to be both an institution to teach the audience in the
form of assorted plays and to instruct actors in the art of theater productions.
Nyberg’s roles at SJS have
included "Confidential Clerk,"
"Comedy of Errors," "Lower
Depths,"
and "Inherit the
Wind."
He has not only appeared on
stage but his work has gone
beyond this. Nyberg served as
co-director for "Beauty and the
Beast" and as dramatic director
for the Dec. 9 KNTV production
on "Perspective."
Currently serving as director
for the San Jose Jr. Theater,
three productions, exclusively
for children, will be given this
year, "Magic Horn," "Alice in
Wonderland" and "Heidi."
Nyberg is active in the San
Jose Theater Guild and the Los
Gatos Theater Workshop.
With ambitions leaning toward directing, Nyberg has had
the needed experience in various areas of the theater. These
include makeup, set designing
and playwriting.
His one -act play "Jag Tro"
II Believet, was produced by the
San Jose Players, an honorary
drama society on campus. The
story concerns the struggle of
human beings in finding truth
within themselves "A truth
they can believe." the author
said.
His swan song to SJS productions comes soon, however, with
a background of experience
which exhibits such ambition, it
may be safely said that Peter
Nyberg will not be saying goodbye to the theater for long.

Tau Beta Initiates
10 New Members
At Weekend Dinner
Tau Beta, SJS upper division
engineering honorary society,
initiated 10 new members into
the organization Saturday night
during a dinner meeting at
Original Joe’s restaurant, according to Craig Keith, president.
Initiated into the society were
Ernest S. Astin, Stanford S.
Burrows, Dan W. Eager, Walter
L. Glauninger, Duane L. Intorf,
Clifford E. Jansen, William Y.
Matsumoto, Jack M. Pope, Salvador Rositano and Daniel Sulclans.

II

U.S.
BERLIN IUPD
The
Ar my ordered more "access
rights" military convoys to travel
to and from Berlin yesterday despite the threat of new Corruhunist harassments in the divided
City.

"MISGUIDED SOUL"Listed as drama major Peter Nyberg’s
favorite performance at SJS was that of Tom in "The Glass
Menagerie," produced during the summer of 1959.

Moscow Radio warned today
that American troop movements
in and out of West Berlin "are an
outright military demonstration
over territory belonging to demo-

FAIRGROUNDS
FAIRWAYS
Golf Course

Musically speaking, this will
a busy end of the week for
Dr. W. Gilson Walters and
William Erlendson, professors
of music, as they participate in
two concerts, one by invitation
and one regularly scheduled.
Today the Choraliers, select
musii7a1 group, uniiet the dircetian of Professor Erlendson. will
perform by invitation for the
Pacific Music club, San Francisco organization, at the Count-

WILLIAM ERLENDSON
... directs choraliers
ess Dandini’s mansion at Hillshot ,ugh.
Backed by a 21-pirce striut
ensrmble. seleeted Dom the S.Is:
1,111! !
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Walters, the singers will present a series of madrigals.
Christmas music and a selection
by Bach.
Tomorrow evening. at 8:30.
Dr. Walters will conduct the
Santa Clara Philharmonic Orelle:di a in its second concert of
the 1961-62 series Concertmaster end assistant conductor
since the orchestr... began 11
years ago. this is his first year
as full-time conductor and musical director.
Appearing with the philharmonic orchestra will be the SJS
A Cappella Choir Professor
Erlendson conducting.
The concert will be at the
Santa Clara university auditorium All %lacks piesented will be
new to listeners .n this arca.
according to Dr. Walters
Telemann’s "Suite in A minor
fer Flute and Strings," will feature Mu: Katharine Sorenson
soloist Mb. Sorenson has
as
been first flutist with the orchestra since its inception.
She was graduated from SJS
o here she was a thltttiC major.
The flutist is married to W.
Wayne Sorenson associate professor of music.
The A Cappella choir will be
featured in liovaness’ "Magnificat for Four Solo Voices,
Chorus and Orchestra cp. 157."
composed in 1938.
Featured soloists in the work
us-ill he Pegi DiFlari soprano;
Jennifer Chase contralto; Michael Chang, tenor anti Robert
Waterbuiy. bass
The use of 10 additional musicians is necessitati:d in Prokofiev’s "Symphony No. 5, op.
100," composed in 1999.
Dr. Walters was a co-founder
of the Santa Clara Philharmonic
Orchestra.
The invitational performance
In Hillsborough will take place
in the ballroom of the mansion,
which reportedly seats 100,
Professor Erlendson said.
"Concerto in B Flat major for
Violin and Violcncello," by Vivaldi will feature William Galbraith, violin and Stephen Gebhart, violoncello with Richard
Woodrull cn the hat psichord.

OPEN CHRISTMAS
545 SOUTH SECOND STREET
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COMFORT
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FRIENDLY SERVICE
MODERATE RATES
From $4.50 to $7.00
Drl.e-in Garage
FREE OVERNIGHT PARKING
Ralf* 0. Caldwell. Ma/taw

MONTGOMERY HOTEL
Complete Beauty Care at
Low Prices!
The Price for Permanents Run in Last Thursday’s Daily
Was Incorrect. Corrected Price for Permanents ... $8.00
Shampoo, Set & Cream Rinse
$2 50
Manicure
$1.50
Haircut
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4igti4tic geauty cello!
1192 So. 2nd

CY 3-2565

DR. W. GIBSON WALTERS
... conducts symphony
be Gebhart, Donna Fammatre
and Linda Stricklen; bass, Vincenta Lintini; flutes, Ellena
Gregory and Karen Brandon;
oboes. Susan Snook and Donald
Nelson. Orchestra manager is
Thomas Wyant
The Choraliers will present
"Uns 1st em n Kind geboren"
from Cantata No 142 by Bach.
Soloists for this presentation
are Miss Chase, alto; Chang.
tenor; Waterbury, bass and
Woodruff, harpsichord.
Members of the Choraliers
performing include Ruth Williamson, Miss DiBari, Susan
Howard. Mary Sue Wilson, Miss
Chase, Joyce Johnson, Karen
Jacobson, Holly Geller, Byron
Jones, Robert Cunningham and
Jules Loventhal.
Others are Waterbury, Chang,
Stephen Bieda, William Stretch
and Bert Wiley.
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The Mysterious "Man in Red" Hits Again! ... He had a
broad face and a little round belly, that shook when he
laughed he must
have
just come from
TICO S TACOS.
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150 E. Septa Clara
CYpress 2-7726

1-Bone Steak 82‘

Members selected to perform
in the 21 -piece string ensemble
include the following: violins.
Galbraith. Carol Ledbetter.
Kathleen Neaves, Camilla Shelden, Carmen Wisler. Martin
Smith, Adrienne Mihaly. Heidi
Reische. Dennis Nichols, Karolyn Kerby and Joar. Oivrer.
Violas include Louis Pulis,
Frances Robinson, and David
Dobrinen.
Performing on the cello will

DAYSTROMIHEATH

CHICKEN

STATE MEAT
MARKET

50’

Professors Walters, Erlendson Face
Heavy Music Schedule This Week
Is’

eratic Germany meant to aggra.
,.ate the situation in Europe."
The Communists also have issued implied threats against the
city’s air corridors vith the West

The American troop movements
were pert of a switch between
battle groups stationed in Berlin
and West Germany. Each unit
moving yesterday was company
size, numbering abotit 200 men.

To be eligible for membership
In Tau Beta, an engineering student must rank in the upper oneeight of the junior class or the
upper one-fifth of the senior
class, Keith said.

********** *********** ******

1

More ’Access Rig his’ Ordered
For Berlin Military Convoys

Dr. Frederick C. Dorruneyer,
philosophy department head,
was the after dinner speaker,
discussing
"Para-psychology."

During pledge week each Tau
Beta pledge had to hand -polish
a large aluminum Tau Beta emblem which he wore on a string
around his neck, Keith said.
Officers of the society, in addition to Keith, are Robert
Stubbe, vice president, John
Eaton, secretary-treasurer, and
Roger Arno, cataloguer.
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Pilgrims From All Over Earth
Trek to Judea for Christmas

Orientation Committee Picks
30 Tour Leaders for Spring
Thirty spring oi ci t I a ii aeek 100 student applicants, according
tour leaders and six alternates to Sue Curia, orientation commit
u,:, chosen recently out of th.- tee chairman.

city of David, which is called
Bethlehem; (because he was of
Miss Curia said that each stuthe house and lineage of DavidI to
of
most
throughout
Christmas
SELF SERVICE LAUNDRY
dent was interviewed in the presbe taxed with Mary his espoused
once
a
year.
world
comes
only
the
tr HAIR DRYER
.,nce of at least two committee
with child"
but in the Holy Land, where the wife being great
Hours, 6 a m. to 11 p.m.
menthers, and the total time spent 1
King of Peace was born, it is cele- (Luke 2:4,51.
’
NO WAITING
ra interviews was between 20
Others come from India and
mated three times.
ED’S LAUNDROMAT
.,nd 25 hours.
497 N. 13th
Within four weeks starting Dec. Persia, following in the footsteps
Tour leaders next semester will
24 of every year, "Gloria in Ex- of the "three wise men from the
help orient new students to the
celsis Deo" (Glory to God in the east" (Matth. 3:10 and many more
ampus.
Highest) echoes in three different come from Egypt, the land where
Jesus found
New leaders are Warren Allan. In an effort to recruit dietitians languages and three different Joseph, Mary and
RENT A
refuge from Herod.
Kris Anderson. Lonnie Annand. for the Air Force, Capt. Ernes- rites
There will be pilgrims from
Pat Argilla Don Bet ilacqua. Jeff tine Neuhardt, medical special- , On Dec. 25, the Christians of
Pryant Betsy Carr Dennis Cham- ist selection officer, will make I the western world celebrate the Japan and Canada, from Latin
bers, Pat Clatk, Bonnie Crocket, an annual visit to San Jose Dec. I birth of Christ according to their America and Afghanistan, from
Special Student Rates
.loan Dudak. Bill Erdman. Barney IS. Persons wishing an inter- i (Gregorian) calendar. On Jan. 7 the United States, Britain and
Goldstein, Gloria Gurske. Gret- view with Captain Neuhardt the Orthodox church echoes many other countries. There will
, hen Haug Bill Jacobsen. Reed may call CY 7-4631 or write "Glory to God in the Highest, be shepherds, princes and wise
Junes. Judy Langen. Benny Lujan, the Air Force Recruiting Office, Peace to men of Good Will." It is men; them will be priests and
John McDonald. Keith Nichols, 40 N. Fourth st. Capt. Neu- Dec. 25 according to their (Julian) nuns, ambassadors and dignitarUSE OUR "RENT
John Olsen, Nani Rao. Margo Sin- hardt is the only U.S. Air Force calendar The third and last ritual ies; there will be the humble and
clair, Joe Stroud, Kathy Van Dietitian to be assigned to this is celebrated on Jan. 19 by the the rich; the white-skinned, the
TO OWN" PLAN
Leeuwen Lance Walden. Keith
Armenians. It is Christmas and black, the brown and the yellow.
recruitment problem.
Every costume under the sun is
Waldie, Bruce Wiseman. Dana
Epiphany combined for them.
.O.’"AetaortAreidsea
Wylie.
The scene is a small town represented.
Consuls in smart official attire;
ellosINESla MACHINES
perched on top of the Judean hills.
Alternates are John Fisher.
ANL! OFFICE EQUIPMENT
Bethlehem, the town of David. long-robed priests in black and
Ernie Lechandro. Suzie Shepherd.,
laud & Sun Fernando
’ with its 75.000 Jordanian Inhab- brown; nuns in white or black;
Linda Jones. Bet it Mathisen.
the pants, swells to over 100,000 on shepherds in the Arab dress that
\.
! "How Radial r,
Nocy Douglas.
Jesus wore; Indians in saris and
4a0, a ill; this occasion.
Male and Femal
Is, discu,red tonight at 8 o’clock! Like every other year. this year turbans; Bethlehem women in
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Hs Dr. Leonard Herzeburg in the: will see thousands of pilgrims their traditional brightly colored
re playhouse. W. San Carlos, from all mer the earth jostling dresses that derive from the fashnear Market St.
each other in the narrow, winding. ions of the various crusaders who
The talk is the second in. a I cobblestone streets of Bethlehem. occupied the city on and off for
Repairing by (lualifliol Mechanics
Completely Equippeu shoo
seties of lectures on thermonu- sharing in the religious ceremonies hundreds of years; Jordanian
Genuine Paris Replacement
clear war and the psychology of commemorating the birth of Jesus army officers in their worsted
Guaranteed WorkPlus Real Sayings
khaki uniforms and white and red
thc cold war sponsored by the some 20 centuries ago.
Pa,ts AraHabl
Sunday & E .ninos
There will be many people from checkered keffiahs (head-dress);
Jose Peace center entitled
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Jerusalem where, nearly 2000 Boy Scouts and Girl Scouts.
Dr. Herzehurg ia an assistant years ago. frightened King Herod
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While Bethlehem is rejoicing,
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Those planning to attend the ruled the world.
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Stepping carefully down a narrow flight of steps worn smooth
and slippery by time, a group of
priests descends to the manger
for a short service.
At one side the 14-point Star
of Bethlehem marks the manger
where the Holy Infant was placed
in his swaddling clothes. Across
from it is the rocky, ragged-edged
creche where Jesus was born. The
Grotto is lit around the clock
with golden receptacles filled with
oil.
While the Catholics celebrate
this service in the Grotto, the
Protestants, under the guidance
of the YMCA, have a short service and carol singing at Shepherd’s Field.
OPEN-AIR SERVICE
It is a fairly small patch of
grassland dotted with olive trees
on the outskirts of Bethlehem. According to tradition, this is where
the angel appeared to the shepherds and brought the tidings of
Christ’s birth. In the open air, the
service and carol singing are conducted in as many languages as
there are people from different
countries. Pilgrims, tourists and
visitors join Arab Christians it:
the singing. After the service the
people descend into a large natural cave which must have pra
sided shelter to shepherds and
wayfarers since the beginning of
time. Here, a shepherd’s supper
is laid, consisting of flat rounded
loaves of bread, barbecued lamb
and olives.
At 10 p.m. (3 p.m. EST) the
pontifical high mass begins.
Flanked by the Knight; Templar
in their white cloaks with a largo
Crusader’s cross embroidered on
the left shoulder, the Patriarch
enters St. Catherine
cathedral
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Old World Charm in Dining
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GIFT IDEA:

Our Boxed Stationery
Is Just the Thing for
That Last Minute Gift

4: Spartan Bookstore ct
-Itig-ht On Campus"

SIC FLICS

Veal Cutlets ..... $1.10 fi
Hamburger Steak . $1.10

*ilests

Above includes: Soup. Vegetable, Potatoes,
Bread and Butter.

Shrimp or Crab Louis 90c
Now Under the Niattagentent
HOW.A 111)
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Group To Hear
New Salary Idea

U.C. English Prof Says ’Tropic’
Book of Considerable Importance

(Continuo! tr ,,,,, Page 1)
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"RENAISSANCE CHRISTMAS"Kappa Alpha
Theta women display their winning door decoration which took first place in the annual AWS
contest. Pictured are (I. to r.) Carolee Shradel,

1,11,1114.-.

Kappa Alpha Theta sorority was
announced winner of the Associated Women Students door decoration contest yesterday for its
entry, "I’m Dreaming of a Renals-

CAN DEPEND ON

ONISHI FLORIST
SAN JOSE’S FINEST

FLOWER SHOP
Cy 5-1130
115 Taylor
4111,1

Part-time Work
for College Men . . .

FULL TIME PAY
Service and Sales of New
Products by Appointment.
Phone FR 8-0093 for Interview.

lofbrau

L Food
Rhinelander
Band
& Sat. Nifes

Bill of Fare
TONIGHT
"The Redwood Canyon Ramblers"
Their last local engagement before appearing at
Squaw Valley during Christmas vacation.

IYZU

’-2002

FRIDAY AFTERNOON
Old -Time Movies!
200 Refreshments

11:P-’ FRI. & SAT. NIGHTS
"The Awful -Awful" ...

Banjo Band!
11

SUNDAY THRU WED.
Old-Time Entertainment &
Refreshments

12860
SOUTH 1st STREET

1 Mile South of
the Fairgrounds

ei..1-47q3Kreilitflmg1

It v ’JOE CRINCIONE
Dr. Mark Schorer, chairman of
the English department at the
University of California and one
f America’s leading writers and
critics, set the proseeution back
on its heels Tuesday when he
testified in favor of Henry Miller’s
"Tropic of Cancer."
Dr. Schorer quoted author
James Joyce as saying that "chillsation is the product of its rebels,"
and later branded "Tropic" as a
book of "considerable social importance."
Dr. Arthur Come, an instructor
at San Francisco Theological seminary at San Anselmo, joined Dr.
Schorer in his defense of the eontioversial novel by saying that the
book is one that "an average person could take in his stride . . ."

Gail Tomblin and Elaine Manley. Designers of
the door decoration were Miss Shradel and
Cynthia Rutherford, K-AT art directors.

Kappa Alpha Theta
Wins Holiday Contest

Our

YOU
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WHAT: NO si’N LAMP!
NEW YORK UPI
A Forest
N.Y. beauty salon features
hrtintryerS with built-in stereophonic music and television earphones. The shops chairs, under
dryers, vibrate.

1
Winning second place honors
was Whitaker House with a ".. .1
Primitive Christmas theme; third
place was awarded Delta Gamma’
sorority for its ". . . Brilliant
lay
Christmas" entry.
The EAT house is located on
I th st.; Whitaker House is on]
.-lth at.; and DG is located on,
St.
Decorations of the 36 women’s
ving centers entered in the con were judged Dec. 7 by Miss
mina Ballarian. assistant profes,a- of art; Miss Marie Holmes.
,.,,ad of the art department of. r
Jose Paint and Wallpaper;
at Miss Berniece Ryan, housing
,,tnselor.
The annual AWS- sponsored
.-.ent is headed by Gretchen Haag,
.liristmas decoration door chairman.
The winning door decoration
was a madonna made of shiny
wrapping paper sheets on a idack
i,oster paper background.

Weekend Co-Rec
Activities Planned
Weekend Co-Rec
held this weekend des,.
’’act that many students will haN.
left campus for Christmas varaticri according to Jim Pekkain,
diroctor.
The men’s gym will be open
from 12:30 to 4:30 pin. Saturday.
Activities will be continued in
Badminton, volleyball, basketball,
chess and ping pong. Special activities will be trampoline, 130
to :1 p.m. and swimming in a heated pool. Ito 1 p.m.
Co-ftec will not be held on Dec.
23 but weekend activities will resume beginning Dec. 30.

Chemical Co. Exec
To Speak Tonight
chemical processes
I used at. the Aecent plant of International Minerals and Chemical
l"up.. F. ’W. l’atterson, assistant
to the president of that firm, will
address members of the Society
of Chemical Engincrs and 5th tents and faculty members interested tonight at. 8:30 in E125.
Preeeding the program will be
an 8 p.m. meeting of the society
:it which time plans for is field
trip to Standard Oil co. at Richmond will Is‘ (11SCUSS011.

ITS

they lead."
When prosecutor Roger Garety
asked Dr. Schorer if he thought
the book was "great literature,"
the professor replied, "Compared 1
to ’War and Peace,’ no, but I consider it important and gleat in
20th century American literature.-

pressed his views 011 the
saying, "I think the book is a
literary achievements even though
eel tain immature people might not
get out of it what the author
intended.
-

’ALUABLE IN WORK
Dr. Come in his testimony pointed out that the novel has taught
him much about the life of prostitutes and that this is valuable
knowledge to him in his work /LS
a minister.
Dr. Peter Koestenbaum,
Conte to us for all your bakery:
needs. Wedding cakes, party pas-.
tries. birthday cakes and pies.’
San Jose’s finest independent
bakery

"MILLER WAN REBELLING"
Dr. Schorer declared that Miller
was "rebelling against the pressure of a machine-like society. 1
could name some best sellers of
today that treat sex with infin. itely more detail than Miller did.
don’t think people of averatm,

.7_1! ,.......W.-F,-.4-1MIT.K.7.7W-fgaW....21LaYS-Zr-.ZI 73: tS

HAVE A REAL
’COOL’ YULE

We hope this holiday is
the ’greatest’ ever for all
our friends.

06ePta
2/

t nan Ammo.

2 blocks

from

C.011010

286 So, First St.
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On hole 5, 1961. the Supreme Court. by a hare 5 to .1 majority. upheld the McCarron and .Smith lets, thus
uirtuallv ontbaring a political party fur the first time in our history. Many organizations hare roared their
opposinim to these laws, as hare Minn’
Ilia II ordinary citizens and nationally prominent persons. ’along the latter is DR. 11 11:01,11 1 REY. NOBEL PR
Iii/1 1.
His eloquent
appeal to President John F.
is reprinted below.
7890 Torrey Lane
La Jolla, California
November 10, 1961

The President
The White House
Washington 25, D. C.
My Dear Mr. President:

I am deeply worried that freedom of thought speech and association would be seriously damaged if
your Administration were to undertake prosecutions under the McCarran Internal Security Act. I am especially concerned because free and independent thinking is most urgently needed today when most thought.
ful approaches to the troublesome problems of this century are required. As President Truman put it so
forcefully when he vetoed the original bill in 1950: "We need not fear the expression of ideas we do
need to fear their suppression." If, as your Democratic predecessor contended, the law represents "a clear
and present danger to our institutions," if should surely be repealed. Pending further study by the Administration and proposals for congressional reconsideration, I believe that you can and should suspend enforcement of the registration order which has been issued ag7iinst the Communist Party.
This order to register, with all its attendant disabilities, was issued by the Subversive Activities Control Board not because of any criminal activities, but merely because the ideas of the American Communist
Party were judged substantially to parallel the ideas of Communists abroad. Other organizations are now in
line for condemnation because their ideas do not deviate markedly from those of the American Communist Party. Ideological similarity is supposed to provide sufficient cause to force organizations to denounce and label themselves as foreign agents, and worse, and to deny their members even the right to
apply for passports.
If prosecutions and arrests are pursued under this first registration order, and if further orders are
issued against "Communist fronts" and Communist-infiltrated organizations, I fear that the effect on
American democracy would be disastrous. Organizations harassed by endless litigation would be driven
out of existence. Individuals, knowing that failure to register as members of designated organizations entails daily penalties of five years imprisonment and $10,000 fine, would be careful not to join any group
whose ideas might at any future time be regarded as Communistic. Prudent Americans would then eschew
expression of all ideas on controversial subjects or determine the Communist stand then espouse the
opposite.
Despite popular misconceptions, the McCarran Act has been accorded Supreme Court approval only
in the narrowest sense. In a 5-4 decision the Court only ruled that a particular organization could be
ordered to register. It specifically delayed ruling on whether the required self-denunciation of members
would violate the 5th Amendment (a pertinent question particularly because the Court upheld the Smith
Act’s clause making membership in the Communist Party punishable). The Court has not yet ruled on
whether the various disabilities accompanying registration violate First Amendment guarantees of freedom.
You will recall that although courts upheld the Alien & Sedition Acts, President Jefferson, on principle,
battled for their nullification. He freed the victims of these laws and successfully sought repeal. I believe
that you, like Jefferson, have an important mission to fulfill in regard to the McCarran and Smith Acts, which
are very like the now universally-condemned laws of 1798. It is in your hands to protect America’s democratic way of life from the pervasive thought-censoring effects of these laws.
I am sorry to make any appeal to you on behalf of people who I believe are so very much in error
with respect to political and economic principles as those belonging to the Communist Party. Yet if we
do no+ protect the rights of people with whom we disagree, the time may well come when we must
defend those with whom we do agree or indeed our very selves.

1
.1;

.41

Sincerely yours,
HAROLD C. UREY

TIHse undemocratic kilts can be insalidated and repeale41.
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CONTACT LENS CENTER FASHION COUNCIL
Chosen for their all around fashion awareness, these
six SJSers have been picked by Contact Lens Center
to urge you fashion -conscious people that are still
wearing glasses to "get with it" and order your
contact lenses now.
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CONTACT LENS CENTER
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Won’t Concede

SJS Grapplers Drop Match
To Seasoned Olympic Club
nre:
ni.tht as the San Francisco Olymplc club defeated San Jaw State’s
grapplers 2140 in San Francisco.
The Spartans captured twoi
matche,, aid drew one in their
first dual meet of the season.
Ron Ruscigno devisioned the
Olympic (-hilt’s Jim Silvia in the

hopsacking
dresses
for
holiday 111,
time

bankamericard
first national
gift certificates
layaway plan

41

.11151 :spat :hot ltift
Hedging won by default over Sven
Holm in. a 191 -pound match.
Leroy Stewart grappled to a
draw with the Olympic club’s Ron
Pineda in the 147-pound division.

lindgins was leading 4-0 in his
match when Holm strained a back
muscle and was forced to quit.
Coach Hugh Mumby said that
t;oth Ruscigno and Hudgins looked
"very good" for this early in the
season.
Top performer for the Olympic
club, according to Mumby, was
Jot Grimes. who pinned Frank
Prioni in the 130-pound class.
Gomm was national Greco-Roman
style champ last year.
Mtunby said that this year’s
squad is "as good as last year’s
and maybo iri,i a lit

the*
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The Spartan wrestlers don’t
compete again until Jan. 12 when
they meet San Diego state at
home.
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STYLE
COOKING
0. /lock From Campos
HOT MEALS 85c
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Notre Dame Raps
Criticism of Victory

SOUTH BEND, IND. (UPI
Dame’s refusal to concede
No
its controversial football victory
to Syracuse has put the school In
a position, "albeit falsely, of placing victory above honor," the
Irish’s top athletic official said
Tuesday night.
The Iles. Edmund P. Jovee,
vice president :Ind chairman of
the athletic. board, brought up
The 111.1)11Ted Nov. IN gallle again
at Notre Dante’s annual athletic
banquet The Irish, favored by a penalty
against Syracuse after the game’s
final whistle had blown, won the
’game, 17-15, on a field goal,
"We felt strongly and still feel
t hat a miscarriage of sports justice was taking place and that to
capitulate would be to act against
, one’s own convictions," Father
Joyce said.
The Notre Dame priest referred to a decision by Big Ten
Commissioner Bill Reed and Asa
Bushnell of the Eastern Collegiate .Athletie Conference rules
committee. Both said that Syracu se, %sh ift] w as penalized for
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BIG AUTO INSURANCE
SAVINGS ANNOUNCED
Women and married men over 21:
less $13 dividend, or a net of 86
(based on current 17 per cent dividem;
Single men under 25: 5252 less $
$ai
$ lov.i0,0e20n0a.000.pororpaerty
net of
Bodily
n
$12n0i9u. ry Liabillf
Damage and $59
Medical Payments, Other coverages
comparable savings. Payments can b
made once, twice or tour times a y
Call or write for full information It
George M. Campbell, 566 Maple Avert
Sunnyvale, REgent 9-1741 (day & nit)
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Long a leader in the fine art of dining. BOHANNON’S
plements its superb cuisine with traditionally

TONY HARRIS
FROM ST. THOMAS, VIRGIN ISLANDS
SINGING CALYPSO A FOLK BALLADS

Where
Connoisseurs
Indulge

The CIVIC PLAYHOUSE
Brings You

MST ST.
HUGE HARRYHarry Edwards, the Spartans’
6-8, 240 pound sophomore center, battles Fresno
State’s Tony Burr for a rebound in the 71-42
SJS victory. The two other Spartans are Vance
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think he’s pretty good after
By OSCAR FRALEV
NEW YORK ti.P11 - The in- topping seven feet, tour inches
door track season will be with us In the high jump. And, with the
soon and, with man to follow vitamin kids getting bigger and
monkeys into space as well as stronger by the minute. all of
out of trees, it can be revealed the accepted standards seem in
loday that it isn’t going to be danger of being edged.
,.asy to keep up with the man in
But, man, on the moon they’ll
he moon.
massacre ’em.
Russia’s Valet.’ Brumel may
If Brumel and his chief U.S.
competitor, John Thomas, think
they are scaling the high jump
heights now they’ve got another.
think coming. The same ability
on the moon would result in a
high jump of 46 feet and that, it
Is presumed, will put an end tol

Taylor

men recommend it

such an event in those precincts.
The result would be: one jump.
one new inter-planetary recra.,I.
many fractures on landing.
On Venus they could 1.114.1’t
to jump right feet, 19 on Mars
and, cm Jupiter. they’d feel like
they ’acre wearing deep sea diving Kea:. Their best effort there
would be a leap of exactly three
feet one yardaccording to
an wipert of the General Electric’s missile and space vehicle
department.
If the pole vault was held in
a Moon Olympics some of the boys
might never come doss ri

SAY VIC
PIZZA PARLOR
STEVENS CREEK BLVD. in
VILLA SHOPPING CENTER
("Across from Fufurorna Bowl")

SEE & HEAR
FRIDAYBANJO & RINKY-TINK PIANO
MUSIC 9 P.M. Till 2 A.M.
SAT. & SUN. A

FABULOUS TRIO
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’)hove lotion always
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gets yea, of! to !ost, sinootti start. Fetls lust o’
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by Charles Morgan

LAST WEEK

Interplanetary Track Meet
ould Smash ’World’ Marks

PURITAN OIL CO.
-

The Burning Glass

Barnes (20) and Dennis Bates (33). Other Fresno
players are Mike McFerson (35) and Ron Neff
(55).

High Jump . . . 46 Feet

Octane Ethyl
92+ Octane Reg. 100+
Examples of year-around oil prices:
Shell X -I00, Triton, Veedol,
qt. can 380
Havoline, Valvoline, Richlube
qt. can 500
Castro!
qt. 190
100% Eastern Bulk
$1.29
2 -Gal. Sealed Can, 1000/ Eastern
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package 220
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AFTER SHAVE
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Friday 8 Saturday, 8:30 p.m.
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only 2 for $2.00
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STRETCH
those WEEKENDS & HOLIDAYS
Learn to Fly Your Own Plane
at
FLY WITH

GRROEll tUp IIERO
/
LS6 -LA,
REID-HILLVIEW AIRPORT
CL 8-2230
Cunningham Ave., S.J.
FAA & Vet Approved
(lowers flite time requirements)

New Low Rates
STUDENT CLUB DISCOUNT

Free Ground School
All Aircraft Radio Equipped
4 Place Plane Low as $13.00/hr.

OR
Charter Leave at Your
Convenience
Low Group Rates Available

Action starts 5 P.M. o,,
P.M. Saturday
Sunday 9

FLY HOME

Stevens Creek Blvd.
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ACROSS FROM
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Open Daily 4 P.M. ’ill 2 A.M.
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wilt Red Hot

pow long can Wilt Chamberlain
keep it up?
Indefinitely, it seems.
pie kept his fantastic scoring
,eak going with 54 points Tues.
day night, hardly even extending
himself while pacing the Philavicdelphia Warriors to a 132-109
Detroit Pistons.
tory over the
chamberlain, who set a National Basketball association record
by scoring 78 points last Friday,
has poured in 248 points in his
last four garrws.

SJ Plays 4 Teams
Before Tournament

MONEY!! I
IsAVE
On GAS and OIL
SAHARA OIL CO.
eterond and William
Come See, You’ll EnloV
THE FrNEST SPANISH FOODS
IN SAN JOSE
Nobody. But Nobody
Can Make TAMALES,
TACOS & ENCHILADAS
Like the Chefs at

EL MICHOACAN

541T

,1/44Aiii

cry

Orders -to -Go
Special Dining Room
CL 1-9975
CY 5-9585
2460 Alum Rock Ave.

FROSH ACEFrosh guard Ron
Labetich from Alameda is a
main cog in the backcourt for
Coach Dan Glines’ freshman
team. Labetich played a key
role in the 49-38 victory over
Menlo Tuesday night.

MISS OTT’S
Coiffures

DS
DS

AYHOUSE
40,

You

CY5-8333
Plenty ot Free Parking

Air Conditioned

Morgan

STUDENT DISCOUNT
ON ALL TIRES WITH ASB CARD

DUNLOP
TIRES

LIFFic
CH

Dunlop tires are speedway proven.
Years of racing experience insure
a safe, smooth, ride for you.

CY 7-9111

LIDAYS
lane

The S’eftbrCe
MN SOUTH IMIST ST

RT
:L 8-2230

10/hr.

four

By EARI, 1.1STISEV
San Jose State’s surprising Spartans have now reeled off five
consecutive victories with startling ease. Chico state, San Francisco
state, Nevada (twice) and Fresno state have all fallen before San
.110ttes KO far remarkable offense.
But the party may be all over late tomorrow night.
Coach Stu Inman takes his eager% into Salt Lake City tomorrow
to battle the University of Utah anti their All-American center, Billy
"The Hill" McGill.
Inman was generally pleased with the Spartans’ 71-42 trouncing
of Fresno state Tuesday night. "We played great ball at the beginning of the second half . . . I can’t help but he pleased with the
team."
Inman was particularly pleased with the performance turned in
by forward Dennis Bates, The 6-4 junior from San Francisco scored
21 points, pulled down 14 rebounds and limited the Bulldog’s hot
shooting Mike McFerson to 13 points, well below his average.
"I think we’re showing our team balance," Inman continued.
"Every game we have a different guy as high point man. Bates
against Fresno, Braun has led our scorers a couple of times; so I
can’t help but he pleased over that phase of our game."
After the Spartans play Utah tomorrow night, they continue
on their road trip with games against Utah state on Saturday night,
Brigham Young on Wednesday, Dec. 20, and Nis’ Mexico the following night in Albuquerque, N.M.
Alter returning to the coast, San Jose meets St. Mary’s in the
first round of the West Coast Athletic conference tournament at the
University of San Francisco. The St. Mary’s contest is scheduled for
9 p.m. Wednesday, Dec. 27.
But Utah may well be the Spartans’ toughest opponent all season. The Redskins, rated 12th in the nation by United Press International, may he a little weaker than last year, but with the 6-9
McGill In the lineup, the Utah club will win plenty of games.
San JOAP State lost to Utah last year in Salt Lake, 82-48.

Try for 3rd Win

Frosh Battle
Hartnell Team

MISS OTT’S new hair styles Cr. so
elegant . . . so fashionable . . . so
suitable to your particular personality. Haircuts, permanent waves,
shampoos and sets are all part of
MISS OTT’S personal service.
Color Shampoo
complete . . . . from MOO

1640 W. SAN CARLOS

- CY 5.C)988

-4an Jose’s basketball team has
!red 343 points this season in
games.

Risk Perfect Mark

DRIVE-IN

VEEK

D

Spartan Cagers Tackle Utah Tomorrow

"soy micho-can"

lig Glass

RT%’

Merry
Christmas

Coach Dan Glines’ frosh hoopstern go after their third win’ tomorrow night when they tangle
with Hartnell junior college in
Salinas at R.
Following u 49-38 victory over
Menlo college Tuesday, the Spartababes will take a 2-3 record
into tomorrow’s encounter.
Hartnell suffers froth a lack of
!height, their tallest player being
only 6-2. However, the Salinas
.lub is very quick and is good
on the boards for its size.
SJS will have to slow down the
tempo of play to win, according to
Glines.
The Spartabahes are led by 6-6.
200-pound center Joe Knox. Knox
has scored 69 points in the five
contests for a 13.8 average thus
far.
Ho ranks with the hest frosh
basketball players on the coast,
according to Glines.
Other top performers for SJS
are Rick Wentworth, Bill Patrick
and Ron Labetich. Patrick has
tanked 40 points so far for an
eight -point per game average.
Wentworth sports a 6.4 aver: -e on 32 points, while Labetich
probably the squad’s most im!roved player. After getting a late
-.tart due to a cracked shoulder,
l.abetich has been a spark plug at
! guard. He scored 10 points against
Menlo.
The frosh’s problem so far
this season has been inconsistent
play. Although turning in some
top performance.* on some days.
the squad has been cold on
others.
The Snastababes bombed San

CY 425r0

VANCE BARNESThe veteran
San Jose State guard fires a
behind -the -back pass that is too
fast for Fresno guard George
Sarantos to deflect. Barnes scor.
erJ I I points.
_ _

Santa Clara finally called on
Bob Garibaldi for help and the
big boy came through like a champion.
The heralded soph had been con- i
tent to feed his teammates most
of the time as the Broncs breezed
to four straight wins, but Tuesrla
night Santa Clara met its toughest test at Berkeley, where they
faced California.
Garibaldi hit 18 against the,
famed California defense as the
Broncs kept on the unbeaten trail
with a 53-46 win over the Bears.

,

Sluff

(Appointments are now being taken for
Christmas orders)
(Low Student Rates)
41 E. SAN ANTONIO ST SAN JOSE

AN 6-6725 - CY 2.6362

Be perspicacious!

_

Christmas
greetings
for your
holiday
hostess

4:

Podrall

Specializes in
Portrait Photography and Wedding Albums

1Garibaldi Paces
Bronco Hoopsters

Francisco city college 60-39 on
one occasion. But they lost 67-59
to San Jose city college, a team
that has since been defeated by
SFCC.
The frosh had a cold first half
Tuesday before catching fire and
downing Menlo. SJS led only 1816 at the intermission.

Co/Ind

Not this o student who
drowses ever books no matter
hew much Neap he Gets,

This: perspicacious ...
sharp! HID to keeps you
awoke cod alertsafety!

If you ,iernetimes find studying soporific land %tin doesn’t?), the ,s,.rd
to remember is NoDoz.fi SiciDoz perks y(111 kip in minutes. s ,It.
same safe awakener found in coffee ttr tea. Yet N.Doz
is faster, handier, more reliable. Absolutely
non-habit-forming, Nel)trz is sold
.0.**
everywhere without prescription. So,
to keep perspicaiiiiii, during study and
evarnsand while driving, toe
always keep Nopoc in proximity.

from

eakmer4
"---4 10th and
Santa Clara

The safe stay awake tabletavadable everywhere

Tareyton
delivers
the flavor...

Another tine product at Grove taboretnen

DVAL
FILTER
DOES IT!

00

ANGELO’S

Happy New Year
from Our Staff

1.I3
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FAMOUS
DINNER
STEAK
VISIT
OUR

Lariat
Room
SOON

On 4th i across from Library

PALM BOWL
1523 W. San Carlos

IT’S THE TALK
OF SAN JOSE!

and

ROBERT’S BOOK CO.

Make a
Date
for
Bowling

’ATareyton’s Dual Filter in dues partes divisa

est!"

says Lucius (Dead-eye) Claudius, crack marksman of the
XVI Cohort catapult team. "People come from Nero and
far for Threyton," says Dead -eye. "Vero,Threyton’s one filter
cigarette that really delivers de gustibus. ’Thy a pack and see

why the whole gang in the cohort is forum."

ACTIVATED CHARCOAL
INNER FILTER

PURE WHITE
OUTER FILTER

DI
24-HR.
FREE
PARK
REAR
Y.M.E. A

ANGELO’S
STEAK HOUSE
72 E. SANTA CLARA

FILTER

Tareyton
4411.1e.
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Federal Relief Sought
Navaneethan Rao, SJS Foreign Student
For Large Class Loads
Will Take Executive Position in Workshop

P.-SPARTAN DAILY

Thursday. December 14. 1961

Navaneethan Rao, senior from ticipate in the program Feb. 5Sondes,. India, is the first woman 10 for one unit of college credit.
The program is sponsored by the
student to be assigned to the poDivision of Business and L. Hart
sition of president of Hart’s, local and Son Co., Inc., of San Jose.
depattment store, during the stuHoldet of India’s women’s vardent -management
mstreU t Sys.
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direct, ;

sprints fur the SJS

"Nein" and 51 other SJS upper during
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her first year here.

She troller;

was 12 years old.
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Dr. Bruntz was the organizer
I
the International
Relations
;uti, id which the MUN is a di’ -’I outgrowth. He has been adNer of each student delegation
pm San Jose State College since
!:e assembly began at Stanford
-.,vetal years ago.

$80

I & 2 Bedroom Act.,
Furnished & Unfurnished
Wall-to-wall carpeting
Drapes
Swimming pool
Color appliances
Children welcome
5 -minute drive to Campus

"The aim of the MUN is to give
oliege students an opportunity to
-Itely the operation and Workings
.1 the United Nations general
sembly," said Dr. Bruntz. Each
ieeting of the MUN assembly, he
’ailed, follows the actual proceed!IL.,,s of the U.N. assembly, even
the setting up of coalmines
.nil the establishment of side or-

The Stevens
1445 Kenny Road
(Olt N 1st St , 1 block north of
Hwy 17 orrpos,/

nen.
CY 7-6691

Make Spring Reservations Now
Apartments for Students Under or Over 21
Modern-Up to Date
Close to Campus
We Can Get Roommates (no extra

_411 typeJ

fee)

of accontodatione

with ’anti to fit your lud9e1
485 South Ninth St.
CY 7-8877

cpalitait,
RENTAL ,ehetke

CLASSIFIEDS
2 -room apt. furnished; 4.room apt. un
,e
4 clock
front college.
’.,I,
7!, Sreet.
42o
_ .
Girl to share house with 3 others, $32.50
3’ I E. W.Illam, CY 4-9671.
-

CLASSIFIED RATES:
25e a line first insertion
20e line succeeding insertions
2 line minimum
TO PLACE AN AD:
Call at Student Affairs Office-.
Room 16, Tower Hall, or
Send in Handy Order Blank
with Check or Money Order.
No Phone Orden

Girl to share apt. wth I other. PI.
Lit. CY 4.8454.
New wM e

’...r-

r

Lige. house for rent. $125 per mo. 4
6 persons Call DA 3-6114. 215 So. 12.Elderly gentleman wishes young couple
’o share home near college. Must be
r.,),..stert. Ceti! CY 4.4190.

r .

fl-Ce+. Used P- .
-e
NA6S. se’. $195
tt 5.1108.

Two girls to share apt, with same. Need
,,. CY 2.5660.

Patricia Johnson,

and

execu-

Richard Gil-

ganizutions such as UNESCO and
the World Court.
Any student is eligible to apple
for a position on the delegation,
but first must be interviewed by
a committee. About twice as many
students apply as are chosen, stated Dr. Bruntz.
The participants enter an activity class which meets once a
week for two units of credit. Dr.
Bruntz explained that the class
studies the history and political
thought of the particular country
they will represent. They learn
how the actual delegates would
think and vote on various issues.
"This year," Dr. Bruntz said,
"the delegation from San Jose
State will represent India at the
April conference in San Diego."
The next year, the MUN assembly
will be held at San Jose State College, and Sam Obregon, SJS student, will be secretary-general, he
stated.
Dr. Bruntz stated that the delegations from San Jose always have
been among the first or second
outstanding delegations at each
: neet Mg.

to

1:t*:1:7,1;t:etrilir 5

The event, which will feature
a "roving" Santa Claus, is a project of the faculty social committee
in cooperation with the Faculty
Wives’ club. Chairman of the committee is Mrs. Noreen Mitchell.
assistant profeaor of speech.

YOUNG MEN
18 - 35
We are offering a guaranteed
income upon guaiiii,otioo
to
public relations trainees
inter.
ested in p,,orrionent portnime
employment doing
Market
Analysis work in connection
with the sole of the -Syntopi
con

Decorations for the event are under the direction of MIS. Gladys
Vogelman, assistant professor of
The pupil -teacher ratio is far
She called on state and federal , art, assisted by Mrs. Anna Lou
too high because too many schools governments to meet their share Lore, assistant professor of home
For further informatioa,
are being financed by increasing of education costs if "we’re to pre- leconomics,
call
coil Mr. Brown
the number of pupils in each class- vent a financial crisis from beFaculty WIVE’S working on the
room, said Mrs. Sarah Carter, coming an educational catastro-! project are Mmes. H. Robert PatCY 7-8811
(’TA president.
phe."
or
terson, president; Frank Peluso,
Apply,
586 No lst, Self* 255
Problems confronting education Harold Crain, Richard Post, HenCalifornia In now 46th among
states in respect to pupil -teacher today can all be measured in terms! ry Robinson, Leon Kelley, Edratio. The state average is 35-40 of money, Dr. Ryan agreed. They i
students for each teacher on all have "to be resolved through fedlevels of education, Dr. Patrick eral financial support, he said;
J. Ryan, professor of elementary "state and local levels are not;
education, said in support of the sufficient."
(’TA has endorsed federal aid
CIA position. Dr. Ryan was present at the state council meeting. to schools since it was first organized. The organization is inBecause of this high teacherAll work done by qualified
terested in improving the teach-,
pupil ratio, California schools ate
students under supervision.
ing situation. Ryan pointed out.
"not doing as adequate a job as
problems,
"Not all educational
could and should be done with
will be solved with federal finanthe available human resources,"
EAUTY COLLEGE
SULLIVAN
cial aid, but it will bring us a step
Dr. Ryan said.
3.95 It
closer" to the ideal system, he
115 West San Fernando St.
"We can’t do justice to the ml. said.

Beauty Care
At Low, Low Prices

B

The Staff Of The
Spartan Bookstore
Wishes You A Merry
Christmas And
A Happy New ec
Year!

Strength Favored
In U.N. Actions
By Ex-Navy Man
LOS ANGELES (UPII-The
tnited States should rely on its
strength instead of Communist
promises and tactics in the Unit d Nations. retired Adm. Chester
Ward told an anti-Communist
,chotyl Tuesday night.
Ward was one of the principal
.peakers during the second day
of the Project Alert anti-communism school at Shrine auditorium.
Another speaker, Adm. Felix
B. Stump, ret., said the United
States--with "900 million allies
behind the Iron Curtain" --was
subject to "too much bluffing"
by the Soviet Union.

ttr-

Contract for app. brd. hoe. The Chalet,
:
13th. Sally. CY 5.9521.

Treesperfetles

Male rider to Chicago. Ill. Leaving Dec.
Comp. net of all woods & Irons, fold. It eturn Jan. I. Cell CY 3.8458.
cart bag, new ball’.’ all like new. $100
nr tr, 01 reg. pool table. ES 7-6755.
Driving to Oxnard, riders wanted. Call
Jerry C’" 7.7437
Polaroid Land Camera, model 80, flash,
Wanted: Ride anywhere in Colorado.
light meter- $55. CY 7-7754.
WI share ’,Tenses. Call Al CY 3.8866.
Pornble Underwood typewriter, $12.50.
Fly home Christmas. Anywhere on con.
Co A 3.5732.
tinent. Low charter rates for groups of
ond 8. Gorden City Aero,
1961 new 4-gear Vespe motor S0e0+A".1 3A
CL 8-2230.
30(
’14
IS 7.3993.
Riders to L.A. Leave Dec. 28. return
1946 Lincoln Continental, orig. V-I2 enCT" 4-9339
gine. Cell AN 9-2619 or ext. 2304.
Two riders to share driving, L.A. area
Occur: le. LeiNe Friday night. Con.
’SI Dodge convert., all power equip.,
111 r
9.12 o
mornings
/TH
h. $450. 620 So. 9th. #22, Cliff Olson. 1 tact Audoin
CY 7-5200 evenings.
Contract for app. brd. hos. Wendy Glen
,Ri-dis w anted to Eureka Calif Dec. 15
*2. 525 So. 9th. Am trensfering. Mary
it, Ca’ Wiane CY , 74869..
Treinir CY 3-9772 .
WO IPawed
Contract far app, brd. km Pool. 101
No
St CY 5.9547, Pam or Jan.
Found: Moo’s ring in men’s rest room,
science bldg. Report to TH 16 for Won.
Reittels
lification
In

DO YOUR LAST
MINUTE CHRISTMAS
SHOPPING AT

s1

Sheraton
Hotels ,
’Student -Faculty )
L
Discounts Heap
fine news for
smart Buck*

Rent now! 1/1 mo. rant pd. free for Jo’.
Co Cy 5.5847. Utli. & in, free.

Studio-all elect, kit., modern. $80. 617
d
461, V8 cone., overdrive, r&h. So. 9th. CY 81588.
eat offer. Phone CY 7-1970.
Apts. suitable for 2, 3, 4 men. 686 50.
’3, t,d cp.. Good body, tires. and 8th St., apt. 19. CY 3.8864.
"I,.
engine. $300. CY 7-9963.
- -Help Weatell
Contract for app, brd. kw. HiHouse. 43
’-,, CY 3-9599, Jerry.
Part-time work available during holidays.
For interview see Mr. Williams at 184
Winchester, model 94, brand new, never E. Santa C arc Saturday morning, Dec.
irrucl $75. CY 3-6870 between 6.7 p.m. 16 at 1000 am

Male to share apt. w lh wo others
quire 502 So. 4th, apt. #5.

mer-

ucational programs we have set
up now," explained Dr. Ryan. "It
is bad enough now even if it gets
no worse."
Mrs. Carter told the council
that local property taxes and existing state tax structures will be
unable to provide the financial
needs of California’s schools and
colleges through this decade."

The annual I acuity Chris un’’-"’ skald blunt,. l
; buffet fur staff members and tam- Hyrum

Porn. apt. deluxe I be. with ww.v carpets.
.1-, Ai.-11 Jan, 2. 536 So. 8th,
4 5744

Nit foie
_
Heed its blrdings used i’ve times. S65
i Cn’l CH 8.8537.
1
3 Ld-- 2 n.
hcrne near MacYk ,
-it...ci schock b.,.
, sr,,c, Call CH 3.4174
C .i

general

and

adver-

Lucchesi,

Jean

berg, store operations manager.

"One of
the
best
training
grounds in political science." commented Dr. George Bruntz. pro:essor of history, political science
,nd education, "is the Model
l’inted Nations assembly held each

APARTMENTS!
from

Sunnyvale

Oldham,

Dr. Bruntz Terms Model U.N.
’Tops’ as Training Ground

goreign Car Repair
’9 Park Ave.

the

Pax-

team chandise manager; Roy Kirk. con-

division business students will par- has been running hack since she tive secretary;

STUDENT DISCOUNTS
For Repairing
Your Ailing Sports Cars
Simca
MGA TR-3
Porsche
Volvo VW
at

Comstock,

Robert

director;

manager of

ton,

the

during

workshop are Donald

program 1958, Nani ran the 100-meter and vice president

held during semester break.

holding major

students

Other
executive

California schools on all educetional levels are "watering down"
the opportunities of its students
and the effectiveness of its leachers by trying to finance education
through increased class loads, the
president of the California Teacher’s association recently charged
at the semi-annual meeting of
LTA’s state council.

Faculty Christmas Buffet Planned
For Sunday in Spartan Cafeteria

Found: 8th and San Carlos small female
beagle, 12/10.

Students, faculty
and other members
of college tribe get
plenty good service at plenty low
rates. All because Sheraton’s special rates help Buck travel very
long way. If you’re hunting for
travel bargains - you’ll find
Sheraton Hotels the best place to
stay.
Oenerous group rotes arranged
I,
for teams, clubs and other
college groups on the move.
Get these discounts at any of
Sheraton’s 61 hotels to the U.S.A..
Hawaii and Canada by presenting
Card. To get
Sheraton
Sheraton I.D. Card or Faculty
Guest Card with credit privileges. write us. Please state where
you are a full time faculty member
or student.
Mr. Patrick Green
College ItelatIon Dept.
Shrton Corporation
470 Atlantic A
Boston 10, mass.
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